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Place your bets
Genessa Poth
Senior Staff Writer

· Harborside Activities board finished off Spring
Fling with a bang with USF St. Petersburg's second
annual Casino Night, March 11. The free event, held
in the Campus Activities Center, featured Vegas-style
tables that attracted dozens of students, some of whom
brought their friends and family to share in the fun. A
variety of games were offered, including roulette, craps,
Texas Hold 'em, Let It Ride poker, three-card poker,
Caribbean stud poker and the ever-popular black jack.
Senior Amanda Norris, who visited Las Vegas last
summe.r, thought Casino was a success.
"It was a lot of fun - more fun than I thought it
would be;' Norris said. Norris said her favorite game
of the night was black jack, mainly because of the difference in competition.
·
"You're playing against the dealer," Norris said.
"You're not playing against the others:'
Although the event did not allow real gambling,
Harborside held several raffle drawings for students.
Prizes included a $50 gift certificate to the USF
Bookstore, a Palm Pilot, an Olympus digital camera, a
20-inch television set and a host of other door prizes.
Junior Kenneth Hawe dressed up in full black-andwhite attire with a matching top hat to celebrate the
night. Hawe has played _!>lack jack before at recreational events like last year's Casino Night.
"We were really running the craps table last year;'
Hawe said. "It got to be a lot of fun:'
While Hawe didn't get lucky at black jack, he did

win one of the most sought after prizes of the evening.
''I'm losing pretty quickly, but I just won a Palm, so
that's pretty good;' Hawe said.
Harborside rented the tables from Spintacular
Entertainment, a company based in Ashville, N.C.
"We do about 90 percent of our business on the
college market;' said Jay Hirst, the company's owner.
"It's a great interactive event. It's not just something
where you're just corning and watching. You're actually
'
participating in the evenf'
Hirst says that with all the media hype around ·
Vegas and games like Texas Hold 'em, the games are
gaining widespread popularity.
''A lot of people go to Vegas and like to play. On
ESPN and Bravo, they have all the Texas Hold 'em
tournaments, so more and more of that is getting popular;' Hirst said.
A few faculty and staff volunteered to be dealers for
the night. Annette Hammon, who works for University
Relations, ran the roulette table with Harborside member Heather Willis for much of the evening.
Coordinator of Student life Don McCarty and Diane
McKinstry, who works in student affairs, ran the black
jack tables.
Harborside advisor Jennifer Quinn, who brought
along her fiap.ce and her mother to help deal, $ought
the event was a big hit.
"I think the people that are here are very excited to
be here;' Quinn said. "And I think our prizes are pretty
' good, so that's helping too:~

Junior Ken Hawe plays black jack at Casino· Night on March
11 in the Campus Activities Center. Hawe said he dressed
for the occasion because "I had ·$200 worth of wardrobe
that I just wasn't using, so I needed to get all dolled up."

FSU professor says literature shines light on human atrocities
Donald Wolf
Staff Writer

Florida State University Professor Sumner
Twiss, Ph.D., spoke to students and faculty
about human atrocities Wednesday, March 9 at
7 p.m. in DAV 130. Twiss explained that
through different types ofliterature, society
can better understand the specifics of such
horrific events in hopes of preventing them in
the future.
Twiss used two similar atrocities - the
Belgian Congo massacre and the Holocaust to illustrate his point. Twiss provided details,
personal insights and the relationship between
these events and several pieces of literature
written about them.
The Belgian Congo massacre occurred in
the late 19th centUry. Twiss explained that
·King Leopold II of Belgium sent out a team of
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individuals to find riches throughout the
Congo area. In this quest, Leopold's men
slaughtered millions of indigenous people anywhere from 10-15 million- while gathering ivory and rubber, Twiss said.
Books such as "King Leopold's Ghost': by
Adam Hochschild, gave clear details on both
the slavery and brutality of the endeavor, Twiss
explained. Many were forced to mine for the
. king,-while others were either killed or
maimed. Twiss said the book presents a history of events that many people throughout the
world didn't even know had happened.
"This event was uncovered in the 1990s;'
Twiss said. "This was a widespread killing of
an entire population. It shows how effective
King Leopold was at covering the entire thing
up.. It was all wiped entirely from history
books:'
Twiss said that Leopold's motive of greed

led to moral blindness. With Leopold's structured conquest, Twiss said that the men rummagea through the Congo regions under a
guise while using with guerilla ·warfare tactics
in a weakly-organized system.
Twiss believes that the cover-up operation
conducted by the king was made easier by the
time and location of the crimes.
Joseph Conrad's "Heart of Darkness" said
that many during the· conquest believed that
the indigenous people of the Congo were irrational and less human than those of Belgian
descent.
Twiss said that both books clearly show
how imperialism destroyed the lives of millions.
"It was a complete reduction of Congo's
humanity;' Twiss said. ''Atrocities from then
are still being opened up to this day. It's eye
opening:'

Similarly, the literature from those involved
with the Holocaust share the same disturbing
imagery. Autobiographies, diaries and testi-·
monies contain.both the victims' and victimizers' points of view as the Nazi's attempted to
wipe out the-Jewish population, Twiss said.
Elie Wiesel's "Night" tells a story about a
teenage boy surviving concentration camps
while witnessing the deterioration of his
father's health. Wiesel's recollection of the
events give an inside perspective at how the
executions and torturing took place, Twiss said.
"It was the charting of a death - a living
death;' Twiss said. "It was about the inability to
protect his father:'
Twiss also explained the brutal realities that
several million had to face prior to even reach- .
ing the camps. All of these details are evident
through the various forms of literature proSee A'I'ROCTTif.S Page 6
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·Groups~elp
students open up

Gym renovations underway
Genessa Poth
Senior Staff Writer

Renee Bradley
Contributing Writer
The Counseling and Career
Center at USF St. Petersburg has
started an interpersonal process
group and is preparing to begin a
sexual trauma group.
The interpersonal process group
meets on Thursday afternoons for
90 minutes.
Courtney Raymous, doctoral
intern, and Dr. Tania Sales, a licensed
counseling psychologist, facilitate the
group.
The group is not topic specific,
said Raymous. Instead, it works on
teaching students to communicate in
order to learn about relating to other
people. Whatever somebody brings
in, we talk about, Raymous said.
"Nothing is planned;' Raymous
said. "We discuss how one member
is responding to another. We communicate with others and take in
commu.n.lcation."
The group, now in the second of
its eight weeks, consists of males and
females. "It's a wonderful group for
students that consists of traditional
and non-traditional aged students;'
Raymous said. The traditional-aged
students are in their 20's and are
beginning to form intimate relationships. The non-traditional aged students are in their 30's and 40's and
are coming back to school and being
students again and are learning
interpersonal skills. It is good to
have a mix of people, Raymous said.
We actually screen everyone
before placing them in a group,
Raymous said. One person may be
shy and awkward and another may
be more outspoken. They facilitate
each other. The outspoken person
draws the shy person out. The outspoken person learns to sit back and
listen more. We encourage boundaries and appropriate ways to give
feedback and communicate with
others, she said.
Raymous said the ideal group
size is eight but will take up to ten.
Currently' there are four students in
See GROUPS Page 6

itness center renovations are taking
shape, according to the center's program specialist Jim Stull, who presented a progress report to Student
Government on March 9.
Stull said new workout machines, furniture,
flooring and vertical blinds have been ordered.
The fitness equipment will take about 10 weeks
to arrive, he said.
The renovations were originally slated to ·
take place over the December holiday break,
but were delayed because Stull was unable to
select a fitness equipment manufacturer. in
November as scheduled. Stull made the decision in January because the manufacturers' performance ratings, warranty packages and
equipment specifications did not arrive until
after New Year's.
'Precor, Hammer Strength and Nautilus were
all in the running to furnish the fitness center
with new equipment. Stull said he chose
Nautilus not only for its sleek, compact designs,
but also because the company's equipment is
easy to use.
Although a fitness equipment manufacturer
has been selected, the type of audio-visual system the renovation budget will support is still
·
undetermined.
The number of exercise and workout
machines ordered was adjusted so that there
would be enough money for a new audio-visual
. system. Student Government authorized
$155,000 for the fitness center renovations. To
date, $130,364 has been committed for the
flooring, new furniture, blinds and equipment.
Stull has asked Don McCarty, the building
administrator for the Campus Activities Center,
and David Brodosi from the campus media
services department to coordinate the audiovisual aspect of the fitness center's renovations.
McCarty said that if the fitness center finds
the money, the key cardiovascular machinery
- treadmills, stair steps, cross trainers and
bicycles- will all have their own 15-inch TVs
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suspended from the ceiling or mounted on a
floor stand. Each unit will cost approximately
$1,200 plus installation.
McCarty, who uses the gym, is looking forward to the fmished product.
"This is a good project. It is needed;'
McCarty said. "The current equipment is adequate but antiquated, and new paint and window treatments will go a long way to improving the feel of the area. The cardio TVs will be
a great addition:'
Stull said each unit would have its own television set with multiple cable channels.
"And no, there won't be a z-chip for parental
guidance;' he said. "You would bring your own ·
headset and plug it into the unit. So if you really wanted to see the news or get caught up on
something, you could do·that while running
track or pedaling bikes or doing the stair step
or the cross trainer."
One other change is scheduled besides the
audio-visual system. New lockers will be
installed in the fitness center's locker rooms,
and are estimated to cost between $3,000 and
$4,000. The old lockers will be cleared out and
taken to the Haney Landing Boat House for the
sailing team to use.
"The lockers that are in there right now are
narrow and not particularly deep;' Stull said.
"So they're really uninviting and of low use all
in all. The new lockers we want to be wider and
deeper, not necessarily higher. You can't even
put a pair of shoes side-by-side in the existing
lockers and you should be able to do something that simple:'
During renovations, especially during the
first week of April when the new flooring is
installed, students may not be able to use the
fitness center.
"We will do all we can to minimize current
operations of the fitness center during the renovation process;' Stull said." If we need to be
closed, notices will be posted as early as possible to alert patrons about what's going on:'

Students aim to
increase fitness
center use after
renovations
Fitness center program specialist Jim Stull
and Student Government President Tom
Piccolo appointed a group of students to
create a program that would promote the
fitness center once renovations are complete. The group, headed by student Anita
Ellana, created the program as a project for
their leadership _studies class.
"The goal of the project was to increase
usage of the fitness center, to get students
more involved in extra-ed activities, to reinforce what the fitness center represents and
what it offers to the campus and to make
students more aware of their personal
health," Ellana said. "In order to do this, my
group and I put together an outline of
events and marketing strategies that might
help the promotion of the fitness center."
The first thing that Ellana and her group
did was survey 100 people on campus to
discover what they knew about the fitness
center.
"Out of the 100 people that we did survey, only 34 used the fitness center and only
85 said they actually knew about it and they
knew where it was," Ellana said. "Thirty percent of the people on campus didn't know
that there were health programs available
for them to use free of charge on campus."
Ellana and her group hope to increase
awareness of what the fitness center offers
by handing out fliers, prior to the center's
grand opening, about the new equipment
and specific activities available. During the
grand opening, which has not yet been
scheduled, Ellana plans to have an information table located in Davis Lobby.
Ellana said she and the group would
plan a series of events that will offer students food and giveaways that will remind
them about the fitness center. Other suggestions that Ellana and her group came up
with were playing high-energy music in the
background, offering free health assessments, having an orientation that demonstrates to patrons how to use the new
equipment and inviting a well-known fitness
speaker to campus.
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Student Government changes office terms from one semester to one year
Genessa Poth
Senior Staff Writer
Student Government approved a constitutional revision on March 9 extending the term
of office for all members of Student
Goveniment from a semester to a year. All
members present voted in favor of the revision, with the exception of one abstention.
Terms of office used to be from May 1 to
Dec. 31, and from Jan. 1 to April30. These two
terms are· now combined to form one term
running from May 1 to April 30.
Student Government representative Paul
Schulz said the change will be a good thing.
"I think what a lot of us that have been
involved have experienced is that having
semester terms, half your seq~.ester is spent getting packets signed," Schulz said. "It really limits our ability to be productive as a student
government and focus on other things."
Representatives must obtain 25 signatures
on their application packets to join Student
Government. Now members will only have to
do this annually instead of every semester. The
Student Government executive board said that

by extending the terms of office, members'
paperwork would be cut in half, allowing them
to be more productive.
"Last semester, we had about six or seven
(representatives) and it was not because people
had left, but people just didn't want to turn in
the packet,"said Student Government President
Tom Piccolo said. ''I'd love to just take people
in and say you don't need a packet, but we
can't. We need the signatures on the packet. So
coming from an executive board standpoint, I
think it's a little easier to keep one group
together if we don't have to keep running
through packets.,.
Student Government Treasurer Chris
Koenig agrees.
"In business for instance, you don't want
constant turnover of employees," Koenig said.
"You want one employee there the whole time
that knows what they're doing. I think it's better off that it's a year. It'll run smoother."
Although the majority of Student
Government members said the revision was an
improvement, some members expressed concerns. One concern was that people who graduate in the fall instead of the spring wo:Udn't

be able to participate in Student Government
during their senior year. But Piccolo assured
members that would not be the case.
"It's not to say that if you're only going to
be here for a semester, you can't run. It's not
saying that it's taking resignation out of the
constitution. You can run and then when your
semester's out, you have the option of resigning," Piccolo said. He added that students
would not be kept out from Student
Government if they graduate before their yearlong term is over.
While the option to ~sign still remains,
Schulz wanted to remind people that unless
they were graduating or some other uncontrolled circumstance was causing them to
resign, they should try to com~ete their full
term.
"The individual, based on an honor system,
is saying, 'Okay, I'm committing to a year,"'
Schulz said. "And hopefully that won't be
an issue with resigning halfway through the
term because ·that could cause just as much as
an upheaval as having to do the (old) process
all over again."
USF St. Petersburg freshmen Nathan Blair

and Phay Bounhe said they supported Student
Government's decision to extend the terms of
office.
"I think that it benefits them because they
don't have to run two campaigns," Bounhe
said.
•
Blair said he thought the change would cut
down the time Student Government spends on
elections.
While the overall consensus among Student
Government members is that the revision is a
good thing for Student Government as a
whole, representative Jim Grinaker said it may
not be such a good thing for individual representatives.
"I think that with the executive board, the
benefits outweigh any costs. But for representatives, the"costs and the benefits kind of equal _
out," Grinakez: said. "Because really the representatives are to represent the general student
body, and the fact of the matter is at our university there is a lot of turnover in the students. So having the opportunity for the representatives to represent that turnover and allow
that fresh input of ideas has a defmite benefit."
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Microsoft•s other Monopoly
Editorial

the fact that most people exchange their documents in its proprietary document format
(.doc). Microsoft refuses to tell other software
makers how to configure their software to properly open .doc flies.
t!s pretty clear to· most people · that
Every time I have heard someone say they're
Microsoft has a monopoly on operating going to buy Microsoft yYord, the main reason is
simply so they can open the .doc files they've
systems.
In a court case from a couple of years been sent. It has nothing to do with ease of use
ago, it was found they had essentially gained a or features. These people had never even tried,
monopoly on Web browsers with the almost let alone considered other programs, such as
WordPerfect.
complete dominance of Internet Explorer.
The less-remembered monopoly they hold .
The thing that still annoys me is that USF
is in word processing. Today, 95 percent of the professors who seem to be otherwise very proword processors that are used are Microsoft gressive continue this monopoly by distributing
Word.
class documents in the .doc format, which only
This is no surprise to college students, since continues to push students toward buying
for most people, the most frequently used pro- Microsoft Word.
gram after their Web browser is their word proI think it's sheer laziness. It doesn't take
cessing program. ·
much to choose to save a document as in rich
The thing about monopolies is that people text format (.rtf), which basically any program
are forced into using a ,product or service not can open.
because it's the best, but because of some unfair
I think it's .time for this monopoly to be broadvantage that it has.
ken up. At the time of the most famous monopThe unfair advantage Microsoft Word has is oly break-up, John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil

By Jim Grinaker
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Trust, it only controlled 65%· of the oil-refining pay for, such as WordPerfect.
business. Microsoft Word has 95%.
It makes little financial sense for. our school
Considering past court cases, the govern- to waste money on Microsoft Office when there
ment isn't going to do anything, so it's up to the are so many excellent free alternatives.
people. Are there any options? There are if you
Regardless of the programs you use, when
just look!
sending a document, save it as an .rtf file so any
A great program has come along that does program can open it. If it has complex formatpretty much everything your used to in ting, a next best choice is PDF, which can be creMicrosoft Word, but this program can be down- ated directly from OpenOffice or through free
loaded for free! Openoffice.org is a program · outside programs like Easy PDF or Cute PDF. If
based off the old StarOffice program, but the you must send .doc files, let people know that
code was given away for free so any computer there is also a free Microsoft Word viewer they _
programmer could donate his efforts into can download. .
Microsoft's.Internet Explorer is· starting to
improving it
Througli reverse engineering Microsoft lose dominance to the vastly superior Mozilla
Word, it can both open and save in' the .doc for- Firefox, another free program developed much
mat. It can also save any document as a PDF like OpenOffice. Hopefully, if Microsoft's
file.
monopoly on Web browsers and word procesIn addition to its alternative to Word, it also sors is broken, it will open the way for its core
includes its own versions of Powerpoint and monopoly on operating systems to finally fall,
Excel, which can both open and save the allowing fair competition from other systems
Microsoft programs. It also has a drawing pro- such as Linux, Mac OS and BeOs.
gram and a Web design program too.
There are various other free alternatives to Jim Grinokeris on undergoduote majoring in political science ond minoring
Word, such as AbiWord, along with options you
in journalism. He con be reached ot pgrinokl@tompoboy.rr.com

Blogs and iournolism: the best is yet to come
phere encompasses and the passions only one entry per day, with many
that politically-charged topics ignite, days elapsing between posts.
bloggers have tapped into an audiNJ.com, which serves as the
ence whose members can find the online presence for many New Jersey
points of view that most nearly corre- . newspapers, most notably the
spond to their own. Glenn Reynold's Newark Star-Ledger, has about 50
Instapundit.com, a media-related blogs on its §ite. Many of them are
blog that leans conservative, gets well dedicated to ,particular towns and
over a·million page views per month, counties, but most are seldom updatputting it in league with the circula- ed; sometimes months pass before the
tion numbers of daily newspapers, author adds another post. They also
according to Technorati.com.
have a breeziness to the point of
Many major news providers, being inconsequential.
including the New York Times (for its
And that, based on my observaelection cove.rage}, The New tions, seems to be the next hurdle the
Republic, MSNBC and Washington local dailies need to overcome if they
Monthly, have also incorporated want blogging to become a meaningblogs into their Web sites. In general, ful part of their online publications their blogs are geared toward offering finding a way to provide worthwhile
n just the past couple of years, ably in 2004, which was dubbed the political commentary and news content on a frequent basis that will
blogs have emerged as viable "Year of the Blog" by a number of analysis.
entice readers to return every day.
alternatives and complementary- media outlets. That' designation also
TBO.com, which is partnered
At some point, and I hope it's
news sources to mainstream served as the title of a book examin- with the 'Tampa Tribune and WFLA soon, online producers for the dailies
media outlets. And local newspapers ing the impact of blogs on the presi- News Channel S; has about 10 blogs will realize that simply having a blog
have only skimmed the surface of dential election. Upstart journalists covering topics including TV, night on a newspaper's Web site isn't going
blogs' potential.
began blogging live from campaign life, health and area happenings. to cut it. Eventually, they will discovFor those unfamiliar with the events, transmitting their observa- Most of them are authored by er that the most vibrant aspect of the
term, "blog» is short for Web log, tions to readers in real time. The Tribune columnists, who tend to blog isn't its ability-to let everyone
which is an online journal featuring word "blog" even topped Merriam- make their entries very short and offer his or her opinion; rather, it's the
entries by the blog's author. From my Webster's list of the most looked-up very light reading. Considering the power to hook us into so many news
reading experience, those entries are terms on its Web site for 2004.
content and the fact that many days sources simultaneously that makes
usually a few paragraphs long and
So why did blogs make such a big go by before the authors post another the media-driven blogosphere such a
often contain hyperlinks to sources breakthrough? As election-year poli- entry, it's difficult to think that they stimulating environment. The best
the author references. Dedicated tics dominated last year's news cover- have a devoted following of any sig- media bloggers are the ones who
bloggers post multiple entries each age, the blogosphere carve<.! out a nificance. Another drawback is that monitor the news coming from a
day - not surprisingly, they also end niche for itself as an alternative to the there's no way to link to the individ- variety of sources, giving readers the
reporting we watch on television and ual posts and no link for reader com- ability to see stories develop and
up having the most popular blogs.
Since 1999, when Blogger.com read in the daily paper. Bloggers with ments.
mutate as reports are analyzed, factand Pitas.com gave anyone with no formal training in journalism
The San Jose Mercury News, checked and re-evaluated. Perhaps in
Internet access the ability to create a often attacked the mainstream media. which was among the first newspa- some similar fashion, local newspa-.
blog without needing knowledge of from the left and the right ends of the pers to use the format in its online pers will appropriate the blog format
HTML, the format has grown in pop- political spectrum, fact-checking reporting, currently has five blogs in a way that allows them to offer
ularity.
According
to journalists and exposing perceived that cover night life, local radio, base- content that is a complement to their
Technorati.com, a website that tracks bias. For liberals, mainstream media ball (i'i.s and Giants) and Silicon val- print editions and worthwhile for
what's happening in the world of are too beholden to corporate values; ley, the last of which most resembles their readers.
I'm looking forward to it.
blogs, there are at least 7.5 million for conservatives, they-are far too lib- the typical blog format, with its
hyperlinks within entries · and daily
.
blogs floating within the ether ot the eral.
Perhaps because of the wide updating: But like TBO.com, the Anthony J. Salveggi is a graduate student in iournolism. 1\e
Internet.
con be reached ot osalvegg@moil.usf.edu
The blog's popularity rose notice- diversity of ·viewpoints the blogos- Mercury News blogs usually have -

Media Matters

By Anthony J. Salveggi
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In an attempt to enhance leadership skills and promote
academic achievement, students lead an effort to establish a
circle of the prestigious Omicron Delta Kappa honors society at
USF St. Petersburg.
Donald Wolf
Staff Writer

8
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If a USF St. Petersburg professor and three s~dents
are successful, Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership honors society, will have a place at USF St.
Petersburg.
"In my leadership class last semester, a few students
decided that our campus needed to have 'this society;'
said Steve Ritch, PhD, lecturer with the college of education. "They got the ball rolling, so to speak.
ODK, which today has over 226,000 members, was
founded in 1914 at Washington and Lee University in
Virginia, and has its current headquarters at the
University of Kentucky. The basic unit of the ODK is
organized at the college level as a "circle': USF Tampa has
had a circle since 1970.
To become a member of the society; a student must
be at least an undergraduate junior and demonstrate
exemplary character and rank in the top 35 percent of
the school in GPA. Members must also excel in at least
one of five areas, including scholarship; athletics; campus
or· community service; journalism, speech and the mass
media; and creative and performing arts. Faculty, administration and alumni are also eligible to join on the basis
of exemplary character, distinguish~d achievement in
college and community life, and dedication to democratic ideals.
Prospective members must be nominated to gain
entrance; generally a faculty member will nominate an
individual who possesses skills in leadership and who
maintains an active role within the university.
Three of Ritch's current students - Ella Shenhav,
Rhonda Richardson and Krystal Shaw - are working to
establish an ODK chapter on the campus.

(.1
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Shenhav, a pre-law criminology major, is excited
about the society's progression.
"First of all, the students who participate have a better
sense of what leadership means;' Shenhav said. "It's more
than a theoretical framework. It's being involved with
campus activities. It's about leading in projects:'
She said that even if an individual isn't nominated or
accepted, it's still important to have that active role within the school.
"Students can still get involved with ODK;' Shenhav
said. Students can experience being a part of and helping
the society. They can get an understanding al?out what
the society is all about."
Charles Brown, regional vice chancellor of student
affairs, said he appreciates and encourages groups like
ODK.
"We've been looking to bring such societies to our
campus for quite some time," Brown said. "We need to
provide-every opportunity for our students who do well
at all levels:'
He also wants students who work hard to improve
their campus to have the benefit of being a part of something that is appreciated on a national level.
"We need to recognize our top-notch studepts. We
need to encourage volunteering; we need their leadership
.
services:'
The final approval for nominations, which are due
March 11, will come from USF Tampa. Each accepted
member will be officially recognized in the weeks immediately following spring break. The St. Pete campus will
have its official reception for each new member during
·
that time.
"Our campus has such great students;' Ritch said.
They're just wonderful and they do so much. They need
to be recognized:'
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BriefMe
Wellness Fair held at USF St.
Petersburg
By Renee Bradley

The heavy rain March 9 didn't stop
the Wellness Fair at USF St. Petersburg.
The event was held so that students
could gather health information and
tips from nearby resources in the ·community.
Forty healthcare exhibitors, including
massage, health food, acupuncture,
chiropractic, skin care and sleep apnea
specialists, participated in the Wellness
Fair. USF St. Petersburg student life
programs and the Career and
Counseling Center also attended the
event.
There was a lot of positive feedback
from the exhibitors as well as the
attendees, said Sandy Blood, Wellness
Fair coordinator and health educator.

f!!!!'!:
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Pho101 by Puul Nguyen

Above: Collen Gray, an e!'T'lployee at the Career and Counseling
Center, takes a break at the massage parlor during the Wellness
Fair on March 9. William Muhlstadt welcomed anyone to a free
massage.
Right: Sandra Grosvenor from Bayfront Medical Center pumps a
real human lung with air to demonstrate the effects of long-term
smoking at the Wellness Fair on ty\arch 9.
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American girl in China

Sarah McDougal, a psychology major, spent four months at
Nan Kai University in Tianjin, which is about an hour and a
half from Beijing. During workdays, McDougal studied Chinese
language four hours a day, ate lunch with friends, studied, and
went to the wangba, an Internet cafe.

Irena Milasinovic
Features Editor
s she walked out of the airport after a 30-hour trip and
attempted to get a cab in
China without knowing
Chinese, Sarah McDougal thought to
herself, "My fu:st trip abroad should
have been to Canada:'
University of South Florida St.
Petersburg student McDougal traveled
to China in September 2004 on a
$5,000 Freeman-Asia Scholarship she
won last year. McDougal, a psychology
major, spent four months at Nan Kai
University in Tianjin, which is about an
hour and a half from Beijing. Nan Kai
is one of the top universities directly
under the administration of the
Ministry of Education of China.
Students from USF St. Petersburg
have visited a number of countries as
part of their study abroad experience,
said Mark Gaulter, director of
International Affaii:s. They have traveled to Costa Rica with assistant professor Yani Angulo-Cano to sharpen their
Spanish; some have gone overseas after
graduation with the Peace Corps or
have traveled for pleasure, Gaulter said.
Although more U.S. students are
choosing to study abroad during their
college careers, the number of students
heading to Asia has not kept pace with
those departing for the rest of the
world. According to Open Doors, the
annual survey of international student
mobility conducted by the Institute of
International Education, over 60 per-

A

cent of all the U.S. students studying
abroad go to Europe, while only about
six percent study in East and Southeast
Asia.
The Freeman-Asia Award Program's
goal is to change that by providing
American students with the information and fmancial assistance they
would need to study in East and
Southeast Asia. The program, established i~ 2000, awards to students about
500 grants a year. Gaulter said that he
hopes that over the next few years, students will start coming to the campus
because of the study abroad options
offered.
Three reasons influenced
McDougal's decision to go to China.
She is considering pursuing a Ph.D. in
social psychology with a focus on comparing American and Chinese social
psychological issues, McDougal said.
She was also intrigued with the culture.
And China seemed the most different
from the United States. "I wanted to
experience a life very different from
mine;' McDougal said.
She also experienced a culture
shock. "The first two weeks or so were
emotionally taxing and I had the occasional bad day even after that;'
McDougal said. "Most days were interesting, fun and brought more new
experiences than I would have in a
week here:'
McDougal, whose one roommate
was from Japan, adapted more quickly
than she had anticipated, in part
because of her normal routine. During
See CHINA Page 6.
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International Affairs at USF;St.~ Peterib~rg offers.three f)f(,grams this
summer. Students can earn up t9 Six graduate credits in an MBA course
on the French Riviera. The progrC:im starts in Cannes, site of the international film festival. Students will also spend time in Monaco, SophiaAntipolis (a high-tech business park), and Puimoisson, which is in the
Alps.
The International Business in China program will start and finish in
Hong Kong, China's principal financial center. Students will spend time in
Guangzhou, the manufaduring center and also visit Macau, the entertainment center. There are optional internship opportunities at the end of the
program. The two-week biology course in Madagascar allows students to
spend time in all three climatic zones in the country and to see variety of
creatures not found anywhere else, such as lemurs.
·

Information provided by Mark Gaulter, director of International Affairs.

Info about Freeman-Asia award program:
Applicants must meet several 'r equirements to be eligible for the
Freeman-Asia Award Program. Students must be undergraduates who are
United States citizens or permanent residents at the time of application,
and must receive need-based financial aid or demonstrate a need for
financial assistance to study abroad in Asia. They must also apply to one
of the following countries: Cambodia, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia,
Japan, Korea, laos, Macao, Malaysia, Mongolia, Philippines, Singapore,
Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam. Applicants must have no or liHie previous
experience in the country they plan to apply in and cannot be previous
Freeman-Asia recipients. The application cycle. for fall 2005 and the
2005-06 academic year awards began February 16, 2005.
Information obtained from the http://-.iie.org/programs/freeman-asia/
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ATROCITIES froin Page 1

-

duced.
"They would force people iD.to
ghettos. They would ship you off in
trains with only what you were wearing for days on end, with no food or
water and no sanitation.
·
"Then they'd be separated by the
sexes and by age; the young, old and
unfit were killed. They'd shave their
heads and tattoo them for identity
purposes;' Twiss said. "They dealt
with starvation, overcrowding, little
or no clothing, beatings and deaths:'
Testimony from a SS soldier,
Rudolf Franz Ferdinand Hess,
revealed the victimizers' point-ofview during the Holocaust. Hess was
a part of the Nuremberg Trials,
which put Nazis on trial for their
involvement in the exterminations. ·
Twiss said Hess' testimonies and letters showed he had deformed thinking and was in constant denial.

"Hess believed that the Nazis
were wrong- not in their actions but
the approach they used:' Twiss said.
From these two evel)ts and the
many documents covering both,
Twiss believes that much can be
learned about the thinking and
rationale of the individuals involved.
Whether right or wrong, each had
certain feelings and opinions that
were evident in the various forms of
literature. He also warned that society ought to learn from such atrocities and used recent examples such
as the apartheid in South Mrica and
the actions taken in Chile, Argentina
and Guatemala.
"We need to understand what
happened;' Twiss said, "so that we all
can learn and so that those types of
mistakes won't happen again:'

GROUP from Page 2
the group. The next group will start
during the summer session. .
The sexual trauma group may
start as early as the summer session
if enough students !lign up, but it will
defmitely be held in the fall,
Raymous said.
Dr. Lisa Costas, a licensed clinical
psychologist who works in the
Counseling and Career Center will
facilitate the group. The group will
meet for eight weeks and is much
more structured and topic focused,
unlike the interpersonal process
group.
During individual counseling
sessions at the Counseling and
Career Center, a high percentage of
care has dealt with childhood abuse
or rape, Raymous said. There is a
demand for treatment in this area,
according to a general.consensus of
the therapists at the center. "Sexual
trauma is something a lot of them
have seen here;' Raymous said.
The counseling and career center
doesn't have any specific data on the
numbers of students that have expe, rienced sexual trauma, but it knows
the number is substantial, Raymous
said. According to a study by The
National College Women Sexual
Victimization Study, it is estimated

that 1 in 4 college women experi- ·
enced completed or attempted rape
during their college years. The
National Violence Against Women
Survey estimates that 1 in 6 women
have experienced an attempted or
completed rape at some time in their
lives.
Acc~rding to Katherine McKay,
licensed clinical psychologist and
director of the Counseling and
Career Center, the group assists
women with identifying issues particular with survivors. Some of the
issues focused on in the group are
trust, recognizing the impact of sexual trauma on the victim's life, emotional well-being and relationship
issues.
Starting a group is a challenge
because sexual trauma is a very vulnerable issue to deal with, McKay
said. The shame associated with it
keeps the silence. Many times survivors isolate themselves and are not
comfortable in a g~oup setting.
McKay said the clinicians honor participants' confidentiality. Victims
often feel that just talking about it
can be overwhelming emotionally,
McKay said. "It can be like opening
up your heart and ripping it out
again;' she said.

Photo by CathyGiacomini

USF sailing team skipper Kevin. Reali and crew Ashley Reynolds roll tack their No. 4 Flying Junior
sailboat in front of opponents from Yale University so USF teammates Andrew Blom and Andrea
Hurtado in boat No. 6 can pass. U_SF beat Yale at the Jeremy Mcintyre Memorial Team Race at
Stanford University on the weekend of March 5 and 6 .

Sailing team becomes triple threat
Anthony J. Salveggi
Assignment Editor

M

arch S-6 was a busy weekend for the
University of South Florida coed and
women's sailing teams. Competing in three
regattas in California and Florida, both teams
accounted admirably for themselves.
Against universities and colleges from all ~ver the
country, USF's coeds fmished fourth out of 10 schools
at the Mcintyre Team Race at Stanford University in
Stanford, Ca. USF sent its best sailors to the event,
including Kevin Reali, Andrew Blom, Bryan Paine,
Ashley Reynolds, Andrea H~rtado and Liz Foy.
The Mcintyre, which the team has sailed in for the
past four years, is a "favorite for USF sailing;' said
·Coach Garth Reynolds.
Meanwhile, the women's team made a bit of history, taking advantage of their home waters and win-

ning the USF Women's Intersectional for the fust time
ever, beating out eight other schools. Kristen Herman
and Jee Lee sailed to second place in the A division,
while Ashley Ethington and Ashley Wierzbicki took
first in B. The victory was made more significant since
the women finished ahead of five schools that are currently ranked higher than USF.
At the Eckerd Intersectional Regatta, USF came in
sixth out of 12 teams, even though it sailed some of its
youngest skippers. The competition included Boston
University, Coast Guard and Miami of Ohio. Phil
Tanner and Sarah Hakken took eighth in A, while
Cody Barnes and Nicki Beckett were sixth in the B
division.
All three events were a continuation the month's
good news. In the Sailing World magazine rankings
that came out March 1, the USF coed team moved up
a slot to 13, while the wom~n held steady at 15.

CHINA from Page 5
workdays, McDougal studied Chinese language four ·
hours a day, ate lunch with friends, studied, and went to
the wangba, an Internet cafe. On some weekends she
would go to Beijing; on others she would go shopping for
normal items and gifts. She also found time to party,
drink and dance.
Halfway through her stay, McDougal began to drink
only tea; she also washed her clothes Chinese-style, ate
only Chinese food and rode a bicycle.
She also witnessed rp.any strange things, such as tur- ·
ties and frogs in the grocery store being sold live as food.
"I kept wanting to take them .home and keep them as
pets:'.McDougal said.
McDougal said she learned more than she could have
imagined during her time in China. She gained a new
perspective about her life, her surroundings and different
cultures. She said the experience has made her more
patient and understanding with foreigners. McDougal
said that she gained a "genuine understanding of what it's
like to be across the world from everything you know
and to depend on the goodwill of patient strangers:'
Because her blonde hair made her stick out even
more, McDougal felt very Western among the Chinese.
She wasn't there long enough to blend in, but it was long
enough for.her to see changes in herself, she said.

"It has made me more confident, more flexible and I
have a better understanding of Chiriese culture and that
America is not the center of the world;' McDougal said.
"I understood this idea before I left on an intellectual
level but now I understand what it feels like. I didn't
understand how important that lesson would be until I
experienced if'
Gaulter said that almost all the students who have
traveled abroad have said the experience increased their
self-confidence. "Students also report that their experience has served as a catalyst for increased maturity and
has had a lasting impact on their view of the world;'
·
Gaulter said.
For McDougal, the experience was rewarding in a
variety of ways. She learned about China and its people
and formed friendships with some of them. She even
learned some of the Chinese language. "The l~guage is
quite interesting," McDougal said. "It is so challenging,
but the writing is beautiful."
She said she discovered more about the culture than
she ever could have in a book. "I learned that Chinese
aren't silk, tea and red .traditional dresses. They are just
people, like me:' McDougal said.
And as she was leaving China, she thought, "I have to
come back as soon as possible;"
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INTERVIEW: 'Hollow Men' arrive at Comedy Central
from 1999 to 2002, relentlessly.''
the States:'
Taking a sort of"best of" compilation of
While there may be similarities between
their live material, they then headed to the
American and English audiences, the gro\lp
·managed to find differences between the FCC
2003 U.S. Comedy Arts Festival in Colorado.
"We played Aspen in 2003,"which is where
The 1997 debut of"South Park" changed
and the BBC. Citing plenty of detailed examthe face of cable giant Comedy Central. After
we won an award and were picked up to make
ples, Armand seemed amused by the number
the show's success, the network's emphasis
the pilot for Comedy Central;' Armand said.
of expletives banned from American television.
quickly shifted from "Saturday Night Live" re"Then we went back and did the series for
"Yes, we even had to cut our 'big dick' ·
runs to original programming, and resulted in
them last year, and here we are, in London, on
sketch;' Russell said. "That used to be a cornerhits such as "Chappelle's Show" and "Reno 911." · the wrong side of the pond:'
stone of our live shows, and it had to go out
On March 10, Comedy Central is debuting
The group seems as surprised as anyone
the window. It's sad, really.':
a series by its latest discovery - an English
that they were picked up in America, when
Joking aside, what makes "The Hollow
they spend more time working in England.
sketch comedy group known as The Hollow
Men'' so brilliant is its tendency to take munMen. With humor in the same vein as "The
"We went to Aspen on the off-chance, but
dane situations that everyone can relate to, and
Kids in the Hall" and HBO's "Mr. Show With
we didn't really expect anything out of it;'
make them absolutely ridiculous. Sketches are
Bob and David;' "The Hollow Men" could
based on things such as retail shops, class
Russell said. "We thought that we would just
reunions, and, quite often, office environments
become cable's ne~ big thing.
get lost in the festival, that we'd be just another
Speaking with The Chr.onicle, the group's
-- something they do surprisingly well, considact, but we sold out several times over, and got
four members (David Armand, Nick Tanner,
the most amazing response -- something we
ering that none of them have ever worked in
Rupert Russell and Sam Spedding) showed a
an actual office.
·
never expected:'
fast·paced, easily·accessible humor that's likely
"The thing is, we've never had real jobs, so
"It wa~ the high altitude, I think; Spedding
we're obsessed with what it might be like;'
said, laughing. "It made people quite hysterical,
to become well known in America.
insane even. They suddenly went for the pale
While seeing English comedy on American
Tanner said. "We've got office envy:'
television isn't unusual, The Hollow Men's rise
The sheer absurdity of"The Hollow Men"
Englishmen."
to cable-TV fame hasn't followed the same
According to the group, they had no trouble sketches will likely draw comparisons to the
adapting for American audiences.
Canadian sketch show "Kids in the Hall;' but
path as the majority of their countrymen. "The
Hollow Men" is the group's television debut;
"When we did our first couple of shows in
The Hollow Men aren't as familiar with it as
the show isn't simply a successful British series
America, in 2002, we deliberately made the
one might think.
"'Kids in the Hall' didn't play over here for
that's being imported.
decision not to change anything," Russell said:
"We're doing things the strange way
very long. It was never as big here as it was in
"We thought we'd drive ourselves crazy changthe States:' Spedding said. "It was more of a
around;' said Russell. "I don't think this has
ing every single sketch and second-guessing
ever happened before; a group from England
late-night cult thing. In college, everyone was
what an audience would like. We thought we'd
having their debut series in the States. I think
just do it the way we have been, and see if it
doing [famous KITH bit] 'I'm crushing your
we're setting the precedent:'
sinks or swims. And we crashed and burned;'
head; without really knowing where it came
Before moving into television, the group
he said. "No, it went really well. Better than
from:'
expected."
"We've never really cited it as a direct influwalked the usual path of the English comedian.
"I think it's true that comedy is very univerence, but when we watch it now, I see why peo"We all met at university in '96;' Tanner
ple compare us to it;' Armand said.
sal;' Spedding said. '~side from one or two culsaid. "We then went down to London in '99,
tural references, you don't need to change
Armand disagrees, however, with another
and we started working in comedy clubs. We
much. Look at the success of American sitcoms. comparison they often hear.
over here, and also things like 'The Office;
did a couple of residencies and went to
"I don't think we're close to Python;' he
Edinburgh [International] Festival every year
which is very English, but played quite well in
said, "but I think if

Todd Burbo

The Columbia Chronicle
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+ March 18, 1995 Michael Jordan
announced the end of
his 1 7 -month reti;ement
from the NBA.

+March 19, 1931 Gambling is legalized in
Nevada.

Jamming in the left lone
Band Beats

•:·: '

By Wendy Owen
• Phil Conner is a USF student and a bass player in the
local band The Left Lane

+ March 20, 1969 John Lennon and]:Yoko
Ono marry in Gibraltar.

+March 21, 1935· P11.~sia is ~,fflcially[im ::,
renamed 'lran.
"

+ March 22, 1872 Illinois becomes first
le1qoire se~Jol
equality in emplo}tment.
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+ March 23, 1839 -

The temt:,: OK" (6\f: kor"
red) used for the first
time in Boston's Morning
~pst.
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'+March 24, 1905 Science fiction author
Jules Verne died at 77.
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you're an English sketch group, you can't avoid
that comparison in America:'
Whether they soon become staples of
American television or fade into obscurity (a Ia
"Jump Cuts:' the last brilliant series created by
Comedy Central), The Hollow Men plan on
continuing to work as they have in the past:
with live stage comedy.
"Were keeping the stage thing going. That's
still very much a part of what we do;' Russell
~aid. "In fact, were going to be doii:lg live stage
shows in New York and Los Angeles and hopefully a few other places in the next few
months:'
"The thing is, there's a huge tradition of live
comedy in London. I don't think, even in New
York, that there are the same levels of live comedy," Tanner said. "We're always premiering our
new stuff on stage. Live stuff is where we came
from, and it's something we never want to leave
behind:'
Stage performances seem to have prepared
the group to retain creative control of their
show, as they are responsible for all of the writing in the series. At least, most of it.
"Our producer did write one joke, but I forgot what it was;' Spedding said. "I think we cut
that one, actually.''
Some might be hesitant to take credit for
such outlandish writing, but not The Hollow
Men.
"Somebody once said of our stuff that the
insanity was always just under the surface.
That was Churchill, I think;' Armand said,
causing the whole group to erupt in laughter.
Amidst the roar, Russell considered it: "It probably was Churchill:'
"The .Hollow Men'' premieres on Comedy
Central Thursday, March 10, at 10:30 p.m.

y day, Phil Conner is a sophomore and environmental
science major at USF St.
Petersburg. By night, he is
bass player for the five-piece local
jam band The Left Lane.
Conner, 19, describes The Left
Lane as a mix of the Grateful Dead,
Tom Petty and Tito Puente. For
Conner, jam band music is a kind of
improvised rock. And his motto in
life and in music mirrors the spirit of
the jam band scene.
"We seem to have a universal
theme: having fun and living for the
daY,' Conner said.
Jam music has long been a dark
horse in the music scene, mostly due
to its lack of commercialization and
exposure.
Not that the Left Lane is totally
against commercialization. Conner
makes tie-dyed band shirts in his
bath tub and sells them for $5 each.

B

"We are working on getting a silk
screen so we can put logos on the
shirts:' Conner said.
Lead singer and rhythm guitarist
John Nichol, 29, said that he sees an
expansion in jam band followers.
"The jam band scene really seems
to be growing and capturing more
people;' Nichol said.
Even though jam bands are best
experienced at live shows, The Left
Lanes demo compact disc and music
from their Web site still captures the
easygoing feeling that they convey.
Although they perform covers from
bands like The Who and Sublime, it is
their own music that stands out and
makes them different from other jam
bands.
Their most requested song, "My
Cat Mac" is about the crazy antics of
Nichol's cat. But in traditional jam
style, one song is never the same.
Many of their -songs, like "Miami" and
"Dance" take a different shape every
time they are played. "Runnin' Round
the Town" is reminiscent of the sound
of"Blues Traveler': another band with
jam music!s roots of blues, jazz and

Phototuken hom http//w.w~Jhe/eftlonebond.rom!Gollery.cfm.

From left to right: Phil Conner (bass and vocals), John Nichol
(guitar and lead vocals), Zach Beiermann (percussion and
vocals) play at a show in December 2004.
bluegrass.
Conner and Nichol were formerly
members of the local jam band
Fusion Circle. For the past six
months, ~ey have been making the
rounds in the Tampa Bay music scene
playing venues such as G;u;oline Alley
in Clearwater and the Dunedin
Brewery. Conner said that they seem
.to appeal to 35-50 year olds. "We have
an older sound, very traditional;'
Conner said.
The Left Lane may be out to have
fun, but Conner says that he wouldn't

turn down a record deal at this point.
Even though he has his environmental science degree to look forward to,
Conner says that music will be his
hobby for the rest of his life.
"For three or four hours you're not
concentrating on school work, jobs or
obligations. You are just creating and
channeling emotions. That is my
therapy:'
You can check out show times,
news, music demos and more at
www.theleftlaneband.com.
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Sound off
If you could st udy
anywhere in the
world, where would
you go?
See related story, Page 5

"Savannah College of
Arts & Design."·

Alex Linthicum, 18,
freshman

,. ,-

Photo by Jim Grinoker

Above Right: Marlyn Bryant, No. 1, makes a slam dunk during
USF's last home basketball game of the season on March 5.
Above Left: Marius Prekvicius, No. 5, tries to score.
Below Left: Brian Swift, No. 3, progresses up court.
USF won 85-73 against then 18th-ranked Charlotte.

"University of
Arkansas. They have a
good fi lm program ."

John Honey, 20,
sophomore

Photos by Paul Nguven

Ash lee Cooper, 19, sing~ "I Just Called to Say I Love You" in the "Five Minutes of
Fame" studio box at USF St. Petersburg on March 10. Those who dared to sing
were given a free five-minute compact disc of their performance. "Five Minutes
of Fame" was part of Spring Fling, which featured a week's worth of student
activities from March 7 to March 11 .

Stephen Berthelem, 17, (right) takes a beating
by Jaral Douse, 18, (left) during their final jousting match on Harborside lawn on .March 7. The
event was part of Spring Fling, which featured a
week's worth of student activities from March 7
to March 11.

"That's a really good
question. Maybe
American University in
Paris."

Laura Griffith, 20,
junior
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